
 SL SA 
Founding capital 3,000.-€ subscribed and paid out 60,000.-€ subscribed (at least 25% paid out) 
Providing the founding capital Non-monetary provisions are accepted if the founding 

partners remain jointly liable with the company for its debts 
Non-monetary provisions (i.e. shares, assets, patents, 
etc.) must be validated by an external expert or auditor. 

Transmission of the shares Unless otherwise state in the company bylaws, shares 
transmission is very limited. Shareholders benefit from pre-
emption rights when transferred. Share transmission must be 
documented in a public deed.   

Overall shares transmission is not subjected to 
restrictions. 

Taxing share transfer Share transfers are exempt of stamp duty payment*. The transfer however may give room to a capital gain or loss which 
the transferee must declare in its income tax declaration. 

Shareholder’s meetings  - Mandatory once a year at least. 
- Called by the company director’s / BoD. 
- Shareholders representing 5% of the voting shares can also call the meeting.  

Adopting decisions General rule: Majority of votes when representing at least 1/3 
of the capital. 
Reinforced majorities: 
- Capital increase / reduction and other bylaws changes 

require ½ + 1 votes in favour. 
- Authorisations to the directors to compete with the 

company; limiting pre-emption rights to other shareholders; 
merging and transforming the company. 

General rule: Majority of the votes (more votes in 
favour that against). 
Reinforced majorities: Capital increase / reduction, 
changes in the by-laws, merging and transforming the 
company, etc. require ½ + 1 votes in favour if the 
shareholders represents at least half of the company 
capital (in first round)**. 
 

Company management 
(director/s) 

One or several sole / joint directors or a board of directors 
formed by a minimum of 3 and maximum of 12 members. 

One or several sole / joint directors with a maximum of 
3 members or a board of directors with at least 3 
members and no maximum. 

Duration of the appointment Unlimited, unless otherwise state in the company bylaws. Limited to a maximum of 6 years. With the possibility of 
further equal renewals. 

Remuneration of the directors The director condition, unless otherwise state in the company bylaws, is not remunerated. 
Director’s liability Directors must serve the company with loyalty and in the best of its interest, being responsible before the company, 

shareholders, and creditors for the damage and prejudice caused by its actions against the law, by-laws or duties in the 
charge. 

UBO register / PSC declaration Spanish companies must identify their ultimate beneficiary owners who hold or control, directly or indirectly, more than 
25% of the company shares, majority of voting rights, or controls the company by other means. 

* Unless the transfer of shares is in fact the transfer of a real estate owned by transferred company. 
** SA is subjected to quorum rules to validly call the shareholders meetings. 


